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**For Immediate Release**

FULL CONCEAL MAKES ITS INTERNATIONAL DEBUT AT IWA
Gun Industry Innovator Full Conceal, Inc. is Bringing its Newest Products to Germany at the
IWA Outdoor Classic March 8-11th, 2019

[February 2, 2019 Las Vegas, NV] Full Conceal, Inc., the Las Vegas, NV, United States-based
weapons manufacturer is poised to make its international debut at IWA Outdoor Classic this
March 8-11th in Nuremburg, Germany. The company will be promoting its industry innovating
folding pistol products including the M3D (on Glock 19 platform), M3S (on Glock 43 Platform)
and VIPER Pistol. Note: The VIPER is a cooperative effort with CAA Gearup that combines the M3D and
the CAA MCK brace to create a compact and accurate pistol carbine system.

Full Conceal created waves in the US when it hit the gun market with their first iterations of a
folding compact concealed carry option designed to change the footprint of the weapon and
allow for safe pocket carry that gives no indication of a weapon. In its current configuration, Full
Conceal pistols are modified off of the popular Glock platform, include a revolutionary
proprietary folding safety trigger, can carry / deploy with higher capacity magazines compared
to current pistols on the market.
When folded and chambered, their pistols are 100% safe even without a holster due to a
double mechanical trigger safety, regardless of orientation, and cannot fire due to the trigger
being completely disengaged, however they are still easily accessible and read-to-fire once
unfolded. This system offers more options for concealed carriers who want to move away from
the inconveniences of traditional holster carry. With a Full Conceal pistol, you can still holster
carry, but you can easily transition to a folded holster, or to your pocket, bag or purse safely. In
your pocket or bag, the folded pistol has the outline of an iPhone X, offering no indication you
are carrying a weapon and resulting in 100% concealability even with a 21 round mag,
eliminating the need to carry extra gear and mags on body.
Regarding the venture to Europe, Full Conceal creator Mike Full stated, “We’re extremely
excited to debut our products on the international stage. I created the folding pistol system
specifically to offer an option that allows more law abiding citizens to be armed and ready in a
way that is more convenient, safe and comfortable to fit their lifestyle. Concealed carry isn’t
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only for the “Tactical Tommies” of the world. It’s for every citizens who can legally carry and
who need their EDC option to fit into their lifestyle instead of their lifestyle revolving around it.
Women can safely carry in their purse, businessmen can easily carry in their pants pocket or
briefcase. And it’s safe to transition from one space to another because, when folded and
chambered, it can’t fire – but it’s always ready. And we believe our VIPER system, which
provides a brace that folds along with our folding M3D (on Glock 19 platform) there are even
more applications for LE, Military and private security. We want to support everyone’s right to
safe and reliable self-defense in a way that doesn’t require them to compromise in their
everyday life.”
Full Conceal will be featuring their M3D – Folding pistol on Glock 19 Platform, M3S – Folding
pistol on Glock 43 Platform, and VIPER – Folding M3D pistol with the CAA Gearup MCK folding
brace specifically designed to work with the Full Conceal pistol. The company seeks to share the
innovation it’s injected into the U.S. gun market with the International market and to create
new relationships, options and opportunities there.
You can visit Full Conceal at IWA Outdoor Classic in Hall 9/9-514.
Follow Full Conceal on social Media:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/fullconceal
Instagram: www.instatgram.com/fullconceal
Twitter: www.twitter.com/full_conceal
Visit Full Conceal at www.fullconceal.com

